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Student Actions Favor Uncle Sam's
·\'j!I._P_r_e_s-,ent 5t~~~!~e~!~~_~_
Launch
Drive

ished By The Students Of

FAJRRELD UNIVER~SIC!-l.

_

aucce&a ia leadiq taqibl. support to the

fi.htiDa

in VietDam tb~ operatioa uFairfield
County Airlift". A rouah appromnatioa &how. that
11 Army trueD filleel with penoaal items were
collected by the commiUee.
ID.olnd iD the project were studellb from
here aDd .Iao Sacred
Overwhelmingly endorsing the current U.S. policy in Viet- Heart alld Uai.erait,
nam, the Student Legislature voted last week to ask: each stu·
o I Bri<\ae..-. GeaeraJ
dent organization to contribute to a fund for the beneftt of
ChairmaD .as MiN Eliza·
American soldiers In Vietnam.
beth Brown, c1aqhtel' of
The motion came as a rider to a resolution wbich unan- M.... Brown in the mailtroopa

, imously endorsed the United States' position In the Viet crisis.
November 3, 1965 The motion adds to the growing campus activity and involve-ment over the Vietnam situation, which wiD be highlighted
by a politically non-partisan
rally supporting President John·
ron's Viet stand on November

room, who was assisted by Mrs.
Geol'Ee Gamard. wbol;e husband
Ls serving in Vielnam and
Larry Czajkowski, chairman for
our university, who also spon·
sored the bill supporting the
go\'emment policy in the Stu·
11.
dent Legislature.
In other action, the legislaItems wUl be sorted Thursture passed a motion calling for day evenlnll: at the American
a change in the scheduled date Legion hall on Reef Road, and
of recess for the Christmas wrapped Sunday with the help
of several sorroriUes' at U.B.
vacation - from December 17
The problem of shipping has
to December 15.. It was noted yet to be overcome. Items will
that many students depend be shipped to individual Comupon Christmas time earnings panies, the addresses of which
to supplement tuition payments have ~n obtained by Seargent
and other fees. A:I'I arnmend- Higgins of the Army reserve
ment for consideration of this Base. Flyers will be enclosed
in each package with names
recurrent request when next and addresses of workers.
year's academic calender is
LaudR......drawn up was attached to the
bill.
Aceording to Czajkowski the
Ratification was given to the
project was greeted very en·
constitution of the Young Rethusiastlcally
by townspeople
publican Club as was an approHe
wished
to
thank everyone
priation for the impending Wirr
who was part of the etrort,
ter Weekend - Mardi Gras.
from the workers to those wbo
contributed. The response was
Day Hop 5peahs
much greater than anticipated
A proposal that the UniversiA party will possibly be given
ty abolish otr-corridor penni.s1,'000 FOI: TUum. HT as well as action WllS applU'Cntly the aim of operation "'F&1Jo·
sion slips was returned to the for all those who helped out,
licit! <. OUlll) AlrlUt." The t!rive was cont!ucted b)' students from Fairfield, Brid«eport,
steering committee for further and the Legion donated their
Hall for that purpose.
&lid Sacred Heart Univerllities. Se\'eral leaden or the drive who UlIeDlbled pre\'IOU8 to
consideration after a day-hop
This program Is part of a
the collection are pictUred bere (L·r.): Larry C&ajkowskl, Falrfteld Unl\'crfllly; I:Uza·
representative commented that
nationwide trend. among coUege
beth Brown, General Chairman or the operation: and iUn.. Georre G.... nard of NorUi
a strong similarity exists be·_"_·_~_d_"-,-P_""'
1tween his parents knowing students to demonstrate In a
tangible way their support of
where be is at night and the
the fighting men in Vietnam.
University knowing where the
At Loyola University and Uni.
students are at nighL
versity of Southern California
Of major importance was a "bleed-IJllI" are being held to
motion discussed and passed coUect blood for wounded sercalling for the establishfllent
vicemen. The University of
of a committee to compose a
Omaha is conducting a letter
Student Bill of Rights. It was writing campaign to re-assure
agreed that Fr. Richard Rous- each serviceman of support at
seau would represent the FaculThe Fairfield U. Radio Club,
The Radio Club has also been debatcs, guest speakers, music, ty on the panel, as he is Presi- home. A cablegram with 2,000
&ignatures is beine collected at
boosted by its fall dance, is pleased with the addition of news, editorializing, etc. This dent of the campus chapter of
Marquette UniversitY. Hofstra
ready to broadcasL With a net seven new members, most of program will depend upon the the American Association of Is collecting money for the purprofit of 8125 laken [rom the whom are Frosh. They hope to number of people helping to get University Professors. Universi- chase of Christmas gifts to send
ty President Fr. Mcinnes and
dance, the Radi(l Club was able draw added members to the the show on the air. The nonnal
to Vietnam.
Student
Government President
In Huntsville Alabama ''Opto purchase the necessary trans- club by holding a meeting on broadcasting is usually limited David Bannon were named as
mitter lor this year's broad- November 4, at 8 p.m. in Cani- to the dorms surrounding the most likely to represent the In- eration Sweet Tooth" used a
casting. In order to lurther re- slus 105. Also In November will transmitting room in the Loyola terests of Administration and reverse trick or treat theme to
collect candy to send to serviceStudents, respectively.
Imburse their treasury, WVOF be the arrival of the long bell tower.
men.
Hoping
that
the
Radio
Club
The
government's
appropriaIs p1annlng to hold a rafTle in awaited transmitter which they
An article In a Salgon newswill
be
successful
this
year,
tions
bill
was
referred
to
comhope to have in operation by
the ncar future.
paper
by Marine Cpt James E.
mittee for further consideration.
December 4, the date of Fair- Father McInnes, the UniverCarter, when he heard 01 these
field's first basketball game of sity's president, promises the
operations, stated "It sure was
12 Propos/lIOIIs
great to know the support we
the season. According to Nick much needed nld to the club:
Proposals read for consideraGreco, the club's treasurer, the "If it is a service to the school." tion at the Legislature's next are getting. The guys over here
know that it Is just a few Idiots
broadcasting will take place Without the school's help, the meeting were:
who are making the trouble and
Radio
Club
might
be met with
1. That the University petfrom the New Haven Arena, the
that they do not represent true
site of the first game. It all another financial crisis as It ition the town of Fairfield to Americans."
Install a street light on Round
goes well, the club hopes to was last year. With the assis·
tance of the underclassmen and Hill Road at the entrance to
resume its nonnal broadcasting
Regis HalL
8eIlIor Bob 8 ~ prea large profit from another club
from Monday to Thursday eveBober1 BoUauer '87
sponsored mixer, which Is to be
2. That the food committee
nings, 6 to 10 p.m. on 900 kill>
held in the second semester, the report all progress to tbe stucycles (A.M.l. This year the
WVOF hopes to make this a dent body.
main goal Is to preseot a well successful and rewarding year
BoIter1 RoUaoer '..,
rounded college show including for all.
CoatIDued oa PAGE a
I" I
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W VOF Gets Transmitter;
Broadcast Set For Dec. 4

Frosh Elections

Nov. 18

Primaries
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Neither Hot
Nor Cold

P.DlLlSA

SPIRITUAL APATHY?
Reader Calls 'I.imo's' Bough Broken

-

To the Editor
Mr. O'Sullivan:
I wish to express my reactions to

your well-written article 00 A Limn.
This ahall be difficult Cor me because
I consider it to be based on noble
motivation while at the same time I
disagree with Itj so please be patient
with my criticism.
You wrote of "poor" J. Ramsey
McDonald and of Bertrand Russell.
You tell us to "pity" them when you
really wish to exact from us a quiet
admiration [or their beliefs and actions.. I do admire their separating
themselves from their political party
with true conviction. And I admire
your valid appreciation of their virtue
and courage. But when you write concerning the U.S. government's position
toward her ally Britain, you are tread-

ina on very thin Ice as far as substantial proof, You wrote, "It is to question
our moral right to create 8ubserviant
satellites throughout the world. unable
to think or act without Washington's
approval". This statement would make
us believe that you have complete and
absolute {ael before you concerning
this matter. If you do, please infonn
us. It is very necessary for not only

understanding of the article but for
the believing and appreciating of it.
'nlen. you go on with your "pities"
to David Miller. Again I must caution
you in your statements which are left
for us to swallOW' without sufficient
proof. And In this case. if you could
give me proof. I would add you to
my list of saints or make you my rerisen Christ. For you state, 'This is an
unfortunate young man, although II
Catholic, attempted to preach and
practice O1risUanity at a time when
it Is unpopular and illegal". One thing,
how do you know what O1ristianity
is when Its potential hasn't been
either felt nor In.Ily undentood; and.
second. what great authority rests on
your shoulder that gives you the right
to the knowledge to tell us our country
has lost the Christian ethic? Also, I'm
wondering if you mean that CathollcIsm is opposed to OUistianity by your
"although a Catholic".
Going farther into your article. I
the

must say that I agree with the last

statement "We must be far more
wary of those who unconsclously judge
and condemn than of the few who
question; but I'll agree nly If you
can also include It to say that we must
be far more wary of those few who
2 • THE STAG, November 3, 1965

letters to
the editor

-

question with no evidence or substantial proof than those who never question
at all. But, of course, if this is done,
your article Is ruined.
May I say. also, that I grieve that
your article was so shallow. Your view
Is necessary and must be expressed
if those of us who tend to agree with
our government's actions in Vietnam
and concerning David Miller are to
really grasp why we do agree. We
must be aware, and solid opposition
does make U8 aware.
Ralph Kister 1968

Call Most
Marchers Patriots
To the Editors of the STAG:
Your editorial In the October 27,
1965, Issue of the STAG touches upon
a vital principle of American democraCY. that of freedom of expression. We
feel that your statement: "... we now
ha\'e those who. casting aside community respect, \\."OUld turn that freedom into license" needs further explanation. It seems you are saying that a
person who expresses minority opinion
is taking license with his freedom,
and is thereby being unpatriotic. Such
Is hardly the case, for any student of
government wiu realize that the majority is composed of many minorities
and to censure the minority would
destroy the possibility of ever obtaining a majority. We regret that some of
the Peace Marchers have perhaps
created an impression of disrespect,
and we readily agree that some Communist Involvement was present In the
Marches. However, we also recognize
that most of the Mardlers were conscientious, patriotic, citizens expressing
their minority view, and we likewise
readily grant them their freedom to
demonstrate peacefully. Personally, we
commit ourselves to the present policy
in Vietnam; however, we are NOT so
INTOLERANT as to condemn any contrary opinions.
James Moore Nicholas Grego
J ..... Leuy

Did the administration act too
hastily last year when it dropped
mandatory Mass and retreats?
'1 he "free response of love" has
not been fOlthcoming - - only
the familiar nothingness of indifference.
Fairfield University is spiritually dead. 'the Problem of God
is ignored. His acceptance is Dot
wholehearted, nor is He rejecIy-ignored. Noi n te II e ctu a I
growth can take place when the
basic and central intellectual
problem of God is so treated.
intellectualism without recognition of this problem is sterile
and superficial.
Perhaps the reason for this is
that the University is too Catholic. Secularizing it could be
quickly accomplished by making
the faculty tum their collars
around, removing the crosses
from the buildings, and turning
the administration of the college
over to laymen. This would be
welcomed by many as a step
toward progress; some would
welcome it as a step away from
hypocrisy.
Perhaps the reason is that
there are too many priests and
theologians on campus, who may
have become too commonplace
a sight. There are many parishes
where these men are sorely
needed and to which they could
be quickly dispatched.
Perhaps the reason lies with
our religiously committed organizations on campus. Should they
be forced to live up to their
commitment? The Sod a lit y
could reach more people, rather
than seeming such a close knit
g-l"OUp that talks only to them~elves and God. The Knights
rnuld emphasize less socials and
fraternals and more the Chrislian man.
Perhaps the reason lies with
the chapel-center of Christian
worship that is failing to
reach the student despite trcI""endous efforts But how can it
t"ommunicate when on SundJ'lYs
30q. of the students arrive after
the sennon and another 30%

leave before the conclusion of
the Mass.
But the real reason probably
is that we are in a group that
IS homogenized, a group which
is nominally Catholic and comes
from the middle class. In saying
this we are not raising any question of economics; we are talking about a mentality, an atti~
tude of mind. The attitude of
mind that refuses all commitment, prefers playing it "cool"
and keeping an out always open
and an ace in the hole - this
is what we mean by middle class
mentally. It is an attitude where
excellence is replaced by medi~
craey.
This attitude pervades our
campus.
But before one can ask where
to look for a revolution to break
away from this situation, the
question of who cares about it
at all must be asked. Where are
Fairfield's students who are willing to attempt to find out the
challenge of living in a religiously committed university?
Our president stated in his
installation address last year
that "A religiously committed
university does not stunt man's
J{rowth nor blind his vision. On
the contrary, it expands both by
widening the base of learning.
by strengthening a man to (ace
the moral crisis of his time, prof>
ing continually the depths of religious commitment that lie beneath even denominational alle~jance."

When is that probing going to
"bn-l here?

~tag
&t.btIaMd I...,

lee'"

10A.0 OF 01lECTOft5
Ch,..,. of fhe
hhll er.I,
Edifor-Ill-Chiof
Uk....l 0.10.4.,.
EdItorl.1 10.4....,
~ ~
.
Edifor1e1 Astlri.1lf __ a.M. FrM.......
...--10.4.....

Secref.ty

I

.....

Ed-Md 5c'-'
SENIOft EOITOIS

Invites Voice

To Speak Up
At Nov. 11 Rally
To The Editor:
Well, well ,well, sour grapes again!
In the last Issue of the Stag one of
;)!our staff, namely the One Small
Voice, continued his attack upon the
students of this fine University. He
says that the students here are not
concerned with the "Issue of international importance" and that "we can
not sit back in our rooms content that
t..tK! n S classification makes us
immune to the suffering in Southeast
Asia," He also states that "It would
8Oern" that the political clubs were too
busy censoring the STAG to be concerned with an Issue of International
importance."
As the President of a political club.
I refute his rash statements and defend
\ both the Democratic and Republican
Clubs as valuable assets to our community. Furthermore. 'Those who live
in glass houses shoulld not throw
stones".
The "tiny voice is not a member
of any political club. He was not active
in circulating the petition supporting
eontinued GO PAGE 5

NEWS: Mieh".1 MulI'n. SN)IT5: Rich
e.d P.d. FEATUIES: Frenk C"n~inn
h..... LAYOUT: P." 1 1-4".1.. P1-40TO6ftAPHY: J.",," NUQ.nt. AOYERTlSINtio:
John K.lI.,. VAI1ETY: W.lt•• Bl09011.~ki.
CIICULATlON: Chud MoeU• .,.
STAFF
5'011'5: Paul 1-4"9h••• John C.nd'do.
Bill r.l", ••• John Caley. lay MeO.,..,ott.
Mal' K.lly, P.t. Odl"m. Tom 1-4.nn.kinl,
Kevin Fihpat.id. Bill Roon.y.
NEWS: Miell",,1 Lynch. Richard Oo.... n.y,
Brian Bayul, Wilfi"m ltobb.tt. Thoma.
Bro....n. Robert Kohl.r. &ie Men.lle.
LAYOUT: Bob Kohl.r. J.ff H.,m.lI1.
FEATUIES, P.t" St......rt, Tony lelnme.
Jay St"ndilh. ART: P.t. 0.1.iw. ADVER_
TISING: St..... M"rt.l'I. P",,1 C.lI.lI.n. Bi11
Galid. rHOT061tAI'HY, R'eil RQU'''.u.
Oan,.1 BoyJan. CIICULATlON: Paul
O'Donn.1.
FACULTY UODElATOI
Albert F.....dy. S.J.
Publ,.he<:l ......kly durill9 the '.9ul., uni.
.....nity .,.... ..e.pt du.in9 ttoIidav .nd
.....e.lion penoel1. Th. lub.<;ription rat. iI
don... alld fifty tenk per v.... Ad·
d••n Bo. 913. Campton H"U.
R.p••s.nt.d fo, Nation,,1 Ad....."",";1'19 by
National Adv.rtiling S.",ie., Inc.
Office: Campion tWit 101

""'0

......, 215-1011 &t. 101
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Local Red Cross Sets
Blood Bank Quota at 225

The
Grab Bag
By TONY LaBRUZZA
Tbe Problem of &be Batb

On the surface Animal Farm appears quiet, calm, and
serene_ Not long a£O there lay unrest, contention, and elements of bitterness beneath that peaceful facade. The followina: is a bit of objective reporting which attempts to trace
one upect. of that srnolderina: discontent and to place It in
proper perspective.

Time: SPrlD&', INS. An1naaI Farm . . .UU lD It. em·
bryoaJe form.

The Cardinal Key Society and under 21 are obliced to have
the KnIa:hts of Columbus will a parental release IlJp aia:ned
co-sponsor a Blood Bank in con- by a parent. Please try to
junction with the Falrfteld Red have these slips signed before
Cross on Monday, November the bank, but 11 this Is not po$8th. This will mark the four- sible arrangements can be made
teenth bank held on campus at the bank.
by these two organizations.
Tbose wbo have donated in
The bank will be held in past blood banks can attest to
Loyola Lounge from 10:45 un. the sense of pride cmnected
- 5;30 p.m. The quota for the with this act of charity. A
fall bank has been set at 225 simple gift of a few minutes
pints, certainly not an
sible goal, according to co-chairmen fUch Molteni and Gerry
Fitzpatrick.

But before he can fonn the following word, one of the
liberals springs into action with an impassioned rebuttal:
"I agree with you on the efficacy of the bath in accompllshina: our desired ends. But I taLI to lee bow by requiring
the animal. to bathe, how by forctng them agalnAt their wiD,
we wW do _ythlng but cause resentment (or the "ery life
we wish tbem to accept ...d adndre. Only If they a.MeDt to
It of their OWD free will can they appreciate the values of
Dvtnc llke a humaa betae. And only 11 they bathe of their
own accord can they come to understand and make full use
of the merits of the bath. We must not squelch the spirit
of liberty, love, and free commitment. We must never . . ."
And so the dispute continues until one sane voice seizes
the floor:

"Gentlemen, in a short whUe the sun will rise and we
shall have accomplished nothing. It seems clear that there
is truth on both sides of the Issue. In view of this, let me
pl"OfXlSe the following compromise. I suggest that we require
the animals to bathe twice a week for their first two years
at the farm and that for the succeeding two years we leave
their attendance at the bath up to their own discretion."
There is a mountina: round of applause and the ",-e&ry
assembly begins to disperse, but not without some grumb......
Tbne: SprlDc, 1865. Tweaty yean han paged since
tile bUb coatro\'ersy III tbe bIc IlouIoe. Dortnc t.b~ yean
a __ paeraUoII of _ ......
has come lllto ubteace.

1.

'I'bat paeraUoa has beea kleDWled III tbe farmer'. naUoaaI joonaaI as 'tbe "New 8ftled-••

Isidore Pig Is a member of the New Breed His years at
Animal Farm bear their mark upon him, for he is now almost
human. He has made full use of the bath and well recognizes
Its merits. Unfortunately his semi-human state has clouded
his mind: he can no longer distinguish between animals and
men. His rapidly approaching humanity has taken him by
surprise; he realizes in his own experience the good of responsibility, free commitment, and love, but he fails to realize that
the animals who have not had his experience cannot feel as
he does. He is shocked that baths are still required at the
fann, especially since he now bathes of his own accord and
likes it better that way. The spark of Indignation bursts into
dame within him, and honesty compels him to set about
remedying the situation.

Gov't
3. That the entrance to the
campus adjacent to the playhouse be opened.
Robert RolIauer '67
4. That a codlftcatlon of the
student handbook Into statutes
with respective penaiities be
undertaken by the Steering
Committee.
Andrew Barrett '67
5. That an investigation of
mid-semester est I mat e s be
made.
Andrew Barrett '67
6. That all checks written by
the treasurer of the Student
Government be co-signed by the
President of the Student Gov·
emment.
Robert Quackenbush '66
7. That the Student Government recognize and endorse the
action of the BAK and the Phi
Kappa Theata Fraternity in
sending material gods to the
flghtina: men in South Vietnam..
Robert Berny '67
8. That all progress on pass-ed bills be reported In the Stag
or on the Student bulletin

_.

The international pn!'lDedlcal McDonald, Alpha "Scapel Rehonor society established Jts porter".
Connecticut Alpha (.'hapter at
''We have aponsored lectures,
Fairfield University on May 13, movJes, and penel discussions
1962. The fraternity'. Ant that have been advantageous
chapter was founded aboost to our memben and the student
forty years ago at the Univer- body as a whole. The 80dety
slty of Alabama. The number also sponsors mixer'll and uses
of active chapters is now over the funds to lend chapter deleseventy-eIght, and there are gates to national conventions.
more than seventeen thousand It assists In such community
members throughout the Uni- services as diabetes and tuberted States and Canada. Beside. culosls drives and volunteer
various other affiliations, It Is work at local area hospital&."
This year's activities are now
a member of the Association of
College Honor Societies.
being initiated. They involve
The purpose of the society Is lectures by prominent persons
to encourage excellence in pre- In the fteld of medicine, movies,
medical scholarship, and to fteld trips to medical schools,
stimulate an appreciation of and a mixer at the beglrmlng
the Importance of pre-medical of the new year. We plan to
education. Helpful relationshlpi havt' a prosperous year that
between medical and pre-medlc- will enhance the reputation of
al students and educators are Falrfteld and the Alpha Epsilon
provided in order to develop an Delta.
adequate pre-medlcal education. Hr. JlcDoaaId DOted tbat It we
Students of like interests are are -er to have a PhI Beta
joined together as a functioning Ir __""".....,~
...........
.....,~......,~P~A~O-E-._,
.
unit. It is also devoted to com- II
munlty activities in the fteld of
health_
'~ Connecticut Alpha has PRESCRIPTIONS
already proven to be an efl'ec1.SUPPliES

ARNOLD'S

SUNDRY NEEDS

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

I

The Grand Fanner on the boot-shaped peninsula has
proclaimed that making baths mandatory is against the
nature of the bath. In compliance with his wishes, the directors of AnImal Farm have waived almost all regulations
reprdlna: the bath, thereby placing the responsJbility of
reaplna: the benefits of the bath with the animals themselves.
WbMber Ute _1m. . wUl take tbe IDiUatlve reID&Ia to
be-.

Campus AED Stresses
Pre-Med Excellence

lve and progressl.ve organizaF.rMIcI Shopping Cenhr
Robert RoDauer '67 tion" llC'COrding to Clades
9. That all late-lia:bt restrictions be removed for Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors.
Paul Greeley '68
10. That an appropriation of
thirty (30) dollars be given to
the Olemistry Club.
Charlea Obol ...
ll. That an appropriation of
five hundred (500) dollars be
given to the Fairfield University
Football Club.
Martbl Murray '68
12. That a publication be esWe still have some albums of Paul Quinlan
tablished by the Student Government for the publishing
singing "Glory Bound" Psalms set to
of special editorials of faculty
and students.
RoD 8aatora '66
Folk Music
13. That an appropriation of
one hundred and twenty five
(125) dollars be stven to C.l.
S.L.
Terry Smith '67

He draws up a petition which states his objections to ~-----------
the required baths. The petition is signed by six hundred
KUZlN'S RESTAURANT
animals and handed over to the men In charge of the farm,
(Grand Union Shoppin9
whose own honesty compels them to reject It. An atmosphere
Conte,)
of bitterness and distrust now pervades Animal Fann.
Ttme, FaD, 1966

PLEASE GIVE BLOOD ON
NOVEIIIIER IdL

Impos-I---=----------=-------------

11Ie lights are burning brightly in the big house which
now overlooks the £rOUnds of Animal Fann.. It is well past
midniaht and a controversy is raging between the conservaAnyone over 18 years of age
Uvt' and liberal factins of the founding fanners. One of the
more conservative members rises from his seat and ad<ir'essei is eligible to donate, whUe those
the aatherin:

"Gentlemen, need I remind you that what I am about
to say has stood the test of the four hundred years our
family has been in this business? We all agree that our
function is to direct the animals under our tutelage that they
mi£ht become human beings. We further agree that one of
our most etrective Instruments In bringing about this tranformation is the bath. UDlIllu _ -.lmal bathe regularly, rt
wW DeVIlll' tute tbe fruits or cleaoUaeu and \\10 remaiD
coateut with lUthy eoadlUoaa. We mUllt therefore require our
aa1mal.I to bathe frequenUy, to put oa the pretense of
bWD&ll.lty. III the bope that tbe1J' preteue may become a
reality, Furthermore, . . ,"

of your time micht meu the
difl'erence between ute or death
for one wbo depends on your
aacri6ce.
None of \III would besltate
to sacriOce this small favor for
a member of our own family.
Let US not, then, turn from
those who have none to make
that aacrlftce for them.

Ddy Special twtuls
UNDER $1.00
Ire.W
LundMon

9:00-7:00 Mondays - Thursdays
9:00-5:00 Fridays
9:00-1:00 Saturdays

0;"....
How. lofOll._FYl , • .Ift. _ I P'"
s.twday 6 .... _ , p.-.

s-.

I • .!ft.-l

,.1ft. ltMkfat ....,
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STILL MORE MAIL
Voicer Invited
Continued from PAGE 4
our policy that he referred to in his
article. He has never attempted to aid
the work Qf 11 political organlz!ltion or
campaign. The political clubs ~pend
upon support of .the. campus and its
leaders, not its hecklers. We are interested in men who have! concrete
positive ideas and are wOlinI'. to help
out and not merely lSay. "you should,
or you failed to". It is very easy to
be an "after the tact" philosopher.
When "it wO\lld seem" that the
political clubs were too busy censuring
the STAG, "It seemed wrong". That
was one club, not the other two. That
week I was attempting to make ar~
rangements fOI" Senator Dodd to come
to Fairfield University to speak to our
community. Whom did the "Voice"
contact?

In conclusion, those with a "n s
classification", I agree, should do more,
much more. II will be a pleasure to
have your ::Small Voice" as our number one guest at the November 11,
Vetel'ans Day Rally in SUPPORT of
the United States policy- in Vietnam.
This is being run on a plane of nonIIOlltlcllJ, bi-partisan sponsorship. We
hope he will be there, front and center.
7:30 p.m. Gonzaga Auditorium. Our
members who work for, and dedicate
our time to areas of real concern tndy
hope that this columnist will try a
spoonful of honey, rather than that
famous "bitter taste", for a "little
learning is a dangerous thing"!
Sincerely,
Matt Lyons
President Y.G.O.P.

Voice Too Loud
To the Editor:
f,.ast week a second "call to responsibility" was uttered on campus. As
the original "caller" of two weeks ago
I feel it is my duty to stand up and
keep the ranks of "callers" clean of
un-qualified "callers". .I hope I am
making myself clear. I do hope ',Ve will
not have another "call to relu>onslbility" calling lor more responsibility
among those (myself) who are calling
lor responsibility among those (the
coh.imn) who are making such additional "calls to responsibility". Now to
proceed.
It seems that a column named One
Small Voice is crying out that political
cal clubs on campus should show more
(I almost hate to use the wonl) .
responsibility In their actions. In other
words we should be responsible in not
calling the STAG irresponsible, and
we should take a bigger role in protesting the protesters.
But what makes the advice of this
one small voice more interesting is the
fact that it is given to us - the political clubs, as if it were advice coming
from a detached and omniscient deity
- from Ihat "great typewriter in the
sky:" For we kno\\( (the political clubs)
that the advice doesn't come from
someone involved in the political life
on campus.
It would seem that if a "voice" is
10 give advice. and if that "voice"
expects to be listened to. then that
"voice" should not merely talk empty
words. That "voice" should have n
committed person behind it.
Jim McDonald
President
Young Democratic Club

Angry Young Man

Ambitious Frosb

To the Editor:
It is evident that every letter of
redress submitted to the STAG concems the increasingly TC!Current problem of Editorial Responsibility. Last
week. the Pl].ilosophy Club requested
that the STAG simply print information notifying all interested students
of the club's first organizational meeting. Needless to say, such infonnatioll
was not published. The STAG is the
one priviledged campus organization
granted with the sacred duty of imparting student communication. and
in deference to this duty, all like imfonnation ought to take priority over
01 her articles.

To the Editor:
I am running for Day-Hop Representative because I believe I have
something which none of the othcr
candidates have "Qualifications".
Ever sincc I entered High School I
have been intimately involved in all
sorts of political and social movements
ranging from The American Committee
For an EFFECTIVE Peace in Vietnam
(the only pro-Johnson iVetnam Group
operating in Connecticut) to the Volunteer Teachers Corp in Bridgepol't.
The following are my proposals for
Fairfield's future:

H. as seems evident, the STAG is
incapable of effecting this duty, it
ought to relinquish it, and allow a
second paper 01' organization to assume
such responsibility, so that the students of Fairfield may judge for themselves whether or not what the STAG
itself terms as so much "informational
trivia" is really such! While it is true
that the STAG is a creative journal,
as well as a communicatlve one. discretion ought to be directed by purpose
and obligation.
Sincerely.
Ron Santora '66

I will ir ele<:ted - (]) Mobilize the
Student Government behind our forces
in Vietnam, 12, Attempt to end the
system by which first offenders are
given parking tickets instead of warnings. (3) Set up a Joint Student-Administration Planning Commission in
order that students and Administration
might ptan Fairll.elds future growth
together, (4) Start exploring the possibilities of bringing Football to Fairfield by '69.

r hope all Day-Hop students will give
my Candidacy their consideration.
Respectfully yours,
Glenn GramiRna

A Critique On
The Uncritical
The general attitude, or non-attitude,
·on this campus toward U.S. policy in
South Vietnam is a testimony to the
staid, lethargic state of mind that
seems to have settled like a shroud on
the student body this year. Whatcver
statements, formal or infonnal, that
have been made are surprising, and
for me shocking, in their uncritica.l
llalure. I wish to present some illustrations and raise some specific points
in regard to recent student action and
inactin n the problem of Vietnam.
] I The signing of the petition of

endorsement of U.S. policy in South
Vietnam initiated by Cesare DeIVagiio
was a conservative reflex response to
the not so staid demonstrations of
concern and protest held recently in
New York and other cities acl'oss the
country. The statement was weak
coming from an academic community
because it backed U.S. policy completely and uncritically. It was not critical
of the demonstrations; it dismissed
them. It upheld the principle of the
l'ight to dissent, but, in effect, it censured the actual dissenting - the "socalled teach-ins and various other displays."

the agenda. The meeting had not yet
started, so no debate had ensued: and
there were no Introductory remarks on
the subject of the open forum - the
bill on Vietnam. It is difficult to say
anything in a vacuum. Before any of
the ten students present could organize
their thoughts for a statement, the
open forum was ended and the meeting
began.
Because of its nature, the Student
Legislature acts for the students its constituents. No attempt was made
to solicit from its constitutents an accurate opinion for or against the bill,
except the advertising of the forum.
(Perhaps the student body is nol interested. Only ten students showed up.)
But the point is that the Legislature
in this issue can only claim to speak
for itself as a closed organization.
3) The cartoon by Delisa in the
STAG of October 27 is a piece of distOI'ling chauvinism as emolioonal in its
appeal as the propaganda of our far
left students. The use of Nathan Hale
in this situation was a bit anachronistic. And it resembled far-rightist attempts to deny in general the integrity
of American pacifism.

Censure Means Little
Students are questioning our government's pollcy. And they structure this
questioning dramatically in the form of
l}ublic protests and parades" As a
responsible academic community we
must seek to answer the questioning
of our society by those in our society.
I t accomplishes nothing to censure.
We havc no educative forums on Vietnam at Fairfield; hence the petition
seems a vacuous gesture. How many
who signed really understood the problem of Vietnam? How many have attempled to become thoroughly acquainted with our government's policy?
Why not a forum symposium on Vietnam al Fairfield?
2) The Student, LegiFJlatuNl l\fcetIng
(m October 2S "oted "unanlmousty lUld
WiHl tlnl'lltlslusm" to back
the Del
Vagllo Iwtltlon. But the mechanics of
,this VOUll)::" were l\ 1.1111111 farce. The
student who IlrUllOscd the bill said t.hat'
it Willi our dllt)· a!l citizens to endoMie
th(' government's lIollcy. There was no
diuent: the unanimous "ayo's" were
tallj,,'11id. Theil another leglslntor moved
that because of the mlture of thc issue,
it should go on recom llS hnvlng been
P:1S9oCd "with enthUlllllsm." Again, thl'
unanimous "!lye's" were languid.

The 'Closed' Open Forum
It had been advertised that there
would be an open student forum on the
Vietnam bill. This was the open fonlm:
Before the meeting the chainnan asked
if any of the students present had anything to say about any of the bills on

Christian Yoice
Somewhere, somehow in this univer~
sity a Christian voice must be raised
on the morality of war - any war in the world today. We are ostensibly
Chl'istian in commitment, and on a
matter as grave as warfare in the
modern world we should be in tune
with Vatican II in its debates on this
issue. Strong voices in the Council cry
that the doctrine of a just war does
not exist any more - considering the
nalure of m<X1ern weapons and the
irrationality of men and countries
during warfare. Perhaps concrete circumstances prevent the U.S. from withdrawing from Vietnam. But as Christians faced with war, we cannot unhesitatingly, unquestioningly, uncritically, and blindly endorse warfare.
The sentiment expressed on campus so
far comes dangerously close to doing
lhat. God is not on our side. He is
not on the side of the Viet Cong. He
is on the side or peace. In our efforts
to incarnate Christ in the world, we
cannot back a war policy uncritically
- any policy, "theirs" or ours. David
Miller's act was illegal. But its symbolism is clear and challenging. We
should ask ourselves what the war in
Vietnam means for our Christian consciences. The answer will be dilTicult
in coming. But this is better than s0porific pledges of allegiance to our country right or wrong.
Robert Stewart '66
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Beauty Is Kept
Bill Evans digs deep into
himself. picks and chooses. sifts
and discards. He keeps beauty.
lets it ron through his llngers
and sparkle. reflecthlg his
genius. He presents a mastery
of thought, concept; and control, th~t paraUels .his philosophy of music, "never impose
any verbal conaoptioo· of the

music before the pel·formanee.
Let everything happen through
the playing" - and happen it
does.
Evans. at 35. is a gravely.
sober introvert at the keyboard
with fils head bent to innova~
tion. hIs shou-Iders hunched to
intrusion, hiS mind decoding the
interplay t>etwceri piano. bass,

'.

BOOKS
The Plague
Albert CIUDQ
Modem Llbr.. ry

A city is stricken with bubonic plague. The rats which
have for agcs dwelt unnoticed
and ignored in the sewers and
the cellars or the city of Oran
one day emerge to die and
leave their rotting carcasses
behind in the strcets':-The' {own
people consider it "an annoy·
ance, but think little or it. Then
people begin aying, first in isolated cases, and then en masse.
The plague has struck. But
Oran will not admit this horrible fact. The inhabitants or
the town ignore it, as well as
the sanitary conditions imposed
by the local authorities. When,
finally, the gates of the city
are closed and the people realize that they are exiles from
the rest of' humanity, terror
~trikes.

In this atmosphere Camus
p-oceeds to sketch the lives ot
six ordinary people - a priest,
a doctor, a journalist, a criminal, a minor government official. and a Spanish <lancer:nut
these people are not ordinary
and neither is the city of Oran
rdinary. They are symbols of
the classes of humanity, and
Oran Is a symbol of the contemporary world. a world wbich
is finally aware of the existence
of the Absurd.
Camu"" in his essay "The
Myth of Sisyphus," has set the
standards of behavior in the
absurd world, and now in The
Plague he puts these standards
Into action. The "Absurd Man"
here represented by the Spanish
dancer, Tarrou, uses as a criterion for ethical morality not
the quallty but Ihe quantity or
living. }j,ence Tarrou keeps a
diary in which he records specific events which seem trivial
but to him are important
simply be<:ause they happened.
When his ethical principles arc
challenged, he sums his entirr'
morality up in one word: "comprehension."
The journalist is a Christian
humanist. a man who first re-fuses to aceept thc plaguc, but
finally. after many desperate
attempts to "get out" accepts
the condition and fights against
It.
The priest, on the other hand,
does the only valid thing a person totally committed to "God"
can do. He delles the Absurd
Iwhich In this case is the
plague) and gives himself to
this new god. He dies without
putting up 1\ llght.
From a literary point of view
ThfI PlaJ;ue may Willi be a masterpiece. its style is virtually

flawless, and' the allegorical
meaning is woven so skillfully
into' the work thal one is
hardly aware of its presence.
The reader feels an undeniable
ring of truth with every word
that leaves the pen of this masterful artist. and finds himself
caught up in the action. He
watches spellooundlls the'characte? go f-orwai"d to ~ tneir
fate. The only thing thal separates this work from tragedy
in the Greek sense is that they
meet Fate awart>, with lheir
eyes open. This is a heightening
of trag-e'dy and' can hardly be
considered a flaw:
The PIIlgue. then. in spitl':' of
(or perhaps because on it.'l
philosophical overtones is a
masterpiec(' of French literature, and should be devoured
by everyone who pMzCl> good
art.
-F.,J.('.

and drums, into musical translations which emerge as liome
of the most memorable jazz of
our time. Evans' style of freedom and ease of spontaneity
has caused many·critics to ap~raise his.sound as that.of'the
semi-avant-garde. BilFs reply to
such external perception· is one
from which John Coltrane
might profit. "Freedom Is not
license. The idea. is nof to. say
'1 feel frustrated tonight, so
I'm going to play' frustraled:
but to fe('1 that the. thing is to
be responsible to the music
it¥!lf." . .
E~'ans' sidemen al'C"Chuck Israels (bass) and Larry Bunker
(drums). It is unfortunate that
Evans has not begun' to explo1t
Bunker's talent as an excellent
vibraharpist.
Evans" most proficient and
melodic work on records is.
with few exceptions. on the
"Riverside" label (his "Evans
'65 album on Verve" is brilliant). However, Evans' one attempt at popular national acceptance came in ]963 with his
relcase of the "Sweet September" single. Actually. it is just
as \Veil that this record did not
reach large selling proportions.
The unwieldly beat of the number falls into a dissonant "Holy
Roller" - apologies to Fr.
RC'ddy - category. The "F:vans
'65" album is a much fine~ attempt The Evans piano should
be felt. it should be enveloped
and ('ven devoured for it is only
through the active absorption
of the Evans' sound Ihat his
genius can be evaluated suffi·
cicntly and enjoyed magnAnim·
ously.

Commotlor~ (Erlt- I'ortmlln) Commander AlilIOn (~lkhacl
Kane) "lid Bell ."luncclord (Sldntl~' Potlt'r) lItllncl b)'. waiting
for lhf' sllbmarilll,'to surface.

CINEMA
Bedford Incident

"The Bedfol'd Incident," ba::icd thought needs a certain degree
on Mark Rascavich's best-sell- of pcrsonalb:ed imagery. Shock
ing novel, was co-produced by value alone cnn't give answers
James Harris and Richard Wid- to nebulous questions. especialmark. Richard Widmark -heads ly the reason for war.
the cast of Sidney Poitier.
Suspenseful and timely in
James MacArthur, Martin Bal- this age of push-button warfare,
sam, Wally Cox, and Eric Port- "The Bedford Incident" is a
man. ,Widmal·k plays iron-flsted. film to shake complacent cobby-the-book Captain Finlander webs from escapist American
in a Navy with flrepower cap- minds.
able of megaton destl·uction.
W....B.
This new Na....y, J:pecialized in
automated and (.'OmpUlcrized
total nuclcar death. depends
on mcn to make the final de.cisions. And men arc onl)' human.
with brC'aking points. whilc
sheer exhaustion and thc thrill
of the "hunt" add conf:lant ten,JIm Gatto sion.
Widmal'k bases his chase for
the kill on the familiar adage
"If deterl·enee is ~uccessful, aggz'Cssion will not. take place:'
This cold war philosophy depends on determined deterrence.
hut Widmal'k adds man's indiv'dual mania for "the hunt:'
A NATO German ex-sub·
ence from a stage whose scen- marine commander. Commodore
ery changes only from act to Wolfgang Schrepke. noted fOI'
act. The appeal of opera resides
his calculated destruction of
obviously in its mu~ic. bath Allied shipping during World • The Paulist Father is a modern
vocal and orchestral, and sec- Wal' 11, is also aboard the BC'd- man in every sense of the word. He
ondarily in its costuming and
ford. He sees through Wid- is a man of this age, cognizant of
teehnicalities of lll"csentation. mark's driving quest fOI' perfecthe needs of modern men. He is
The cinema, on the other tion, and tries to stop the conhand. is vast and expensive. tinued stalking of a Rusinn free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
It is not limited to t\Vo or
submarine which has violated
three changes of scenery. nor Greenland - Danish territorial ways to work with, for and among
100 million non·Catholic Amer·
must it be responsive to the
waters. However, \Vidmark is
demands of a live audience. the captain and the German icans. He is a missionary to his own
The idea of merely lHm!ng a
knows he must follow ordel's. people-the American people. He
live perfonnance at La Scala
Ben Munccford ISidney Poi- utilizes modern techniques to ful·
as if one were producing a motierl adds a civilian view to fill his mission, is encouraged to
tion picture without compensa·
this perfect ship. He questions call upon his own innate talents to
ting for the lack of visible
the captain's detl'rmination only help further his dedicated goal.
orchestra or the spontaneous
indirect ly unlil thl' last scenes
response of an audience is selfHis observation "F.\·f"~:,·bod.\' co· • If the vital spark of serving God
contradictory in thcory and
operates. but noootl)' lalk.s," through man has been ignited in
self-defeating in practice.
epitomizes Widmark's psycho· you, why not pursue an investiga·
Thus. despite the perfection
logical grip on the eJ'{'w and tion of your life as a priest? The
of the sound emanating from
officers.
Paulist Fathers have developed an
the vocal cords of the prima
Altogether James Harris has aptitude test for the modern man
donna, the c1ose-\lps of her
mouth would be an orthodon- done brilliant casting. creative interested in devoting his life to
tist's nightmare. Again, were directing, and excl'llelll pJ'()(iu(.'- God. This can be a vital instrument
it not for the excellence of th~ ing, presenting an accurate pic- to help you make the most impor·
music. the lack of action and ture of tOOay's technolog'ical tant decision of your life. Wrile for
the constancy of scenery in all Navy. In an interview with Mr.
it today.
but Act II would have prompted Han'is this writer questioned
the
lack
of
symbolism.
H'"
reseveral visits to the candy eoun~
tel'. Indeed Act II alone makes plied that while the"e wasn'l NATIONAL VOCATiONS OmEC;ryR
the opera worth seeing. But any intended symbolism ('ach
PAOLIST FATHERS
if the reader is willing to pass viewer "takes away something
415
WEST 59th STREn
dilIe"'f'nt
from
the
film."
up a half hour of good visual
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019
A war picture in black-white
entertainment, It would be far
more to his advantage to invest realism desi,gned for action and
the high price of the ticket Ihe t C' n !: ion of calculated
& .... - toward the purchase of the
record.
Ton~' LaBrIlZ7.1l
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La Boheme: Fact Or
Fiasco
in the world of opera the
name Ll~ Sea,h~ (.'Omman<1s a
nod of ohcissance from evcry
aficionado of the art. In the
world of cinema th::- name
Warner UrO!!. is held in equally
high regard. If these two concerns were to collaborate in
filming a live performance of
an opera. would not the sum
total of their efJor1s be g':"Cater
than either if its contributing
parts?
Answering this question in
the affinnative. the men from
Warner Bros. filmed "the great
La Scala Opera Company in an
actual performance of Puceinl's
immortal La. Boheme in the
finest high fidelity sound ever
reeordC'd on lllm." Considered
individually each of these claim;
to greatness has unquestionable
validity. No one can deny that
the La Scala Opera Company
is indeed great or that Puccini's
La Bobeme Is immortal or even
that the fidelity of the music is
excellent. Unfortunately, taken
collectively these fine clements
produce something quite less
than the extraordinary entertainment event the movie Is advertised to be.
The fault lies not so much ·in
the mechanics of the production
as in its theoretical conception.
Any art form attempts to communicate to a particular adulence In a peculiar set of circumstances. Opera was written to
be performC'd before a live nudi-

The

JOB CHOICE WIDEST
CROSSFIRE
DESPITE AUTOMATION1'--__

PE_TE_ST_EW_AR_T_ - - I

TbeTe are bOW 23,000 kiDdI
of job&. the widest choice 1ft
blstory I despite lDcreued automatlon. wrltH Lester Velie in
• November Reader's Olced artide, "How to CboclR Your Job
_ ADd l.an41t."
5cme 6,000 ocalpaUons have
been bonI within the Jut 15
YMI"I alone. New ones crop up
ewry tbne an important DeW
nyrhfne is Introduced or DeW
knowledge Is appned.
Within the last year, our
economy baa eenerated two millioD. liN' jobs _ even after a1-

1owtna:

for ~

automatton.. Tbo8e who were
espeeted to be burt most are
dobla: best. For Instance, lut
July, employed teen-ap:rs numbered 1,590,000 lDOn! than the
prior year. Also, there are few·
er of the haJ'd.cor'e Idle (out of
work for 15 weeks or more)
than at any time .mce 1957.
III general, occupaUona pay
best that require the JnQI;l
education or training. M8nageft
earn most. Then, in the order
of their yearly earnings, come
professionals, teclmical worken. craftsmen, sales and cJer..
eUrnlnated by leal workers.. Lowest paJd are

•

farm labon!ra.
The Neero 11 movtnc briskly
into h1&:her-paid jobs. '!be nwnber of Neeroes who hold derJca1,)ob1: has almost doubled in
the last decade, and the proporlion of Nqroes who hold such
joba has grown. The inttease
in Negro crafumen and fore.
men over the last decade is 1m.
presslve - 66 percent - and in
the professions and In tedmicaJ
work, 130 percent.
Velle says the climb should
continue. Not only are employen dropping the color bar, but
many are making speda) eft'orts
to hire Negroes by providing
special trainlng. Western Electric in Chicago, for Instance,
recruited Negroes for a 2O-week
training course, then put them
to work at a job for which, 0rdinarily. only experienced men
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Fr. Francis A. Small, S.J.,
director of the University Libraries, recently announced the
appointment of MrI. Robert S.
Bryan as assistant director.
Mrs. Bryan hall been a member of the Fairfield Public Library staff since 1952 and for
the past eliht yean has been
assistant librarian there. PrIor
to joining the Fairfield Library
she served on the .taff of the
Yale University and Harvard
University libraries.
She Is a member of the American Library Association, Con'ectlcut Library Association,
Special Library Association.
League of Women Voters and
"hl Beta Kappa. She was fo!'merly a member of the Governor's CommIttee on libraries
(1962-63).

Periodically. the nation has been faced with protests eonCftIllng our poUdes in VIetnam. Recently, the nation was coofronted with a nationwide anti-Vietnam protest. Protests were
Mid In many major dtleL Various perscm within these protest
eroups have dUfermt alms.
One is David M.ll1er, a product of JesuJt education, who
has pubUcally burned his draft caJ'd. Mr. Miller feels that United
States' actions in Vietnam 8ft immoral. ] bellew that David
Miller is sincere in his bellef. He is willing to spmd. l'Ive yean of
his life in prison to demonstnlte his moral beUeofa.
We also have certain groups popularly referred to as "VietnUts." 1beir reasons for oppoainl' our Vietnam polley ranee from
somewhat vague reasons concerning morality to a simple statement of opposing the RlectIve service system. The ·'Vletniks'·
on the Berkely campus, home of the protest movement have
issued various publications concerning methods that can be used
to avoid the draft. 1bese methods nJII'e from the eonsclentious
objector and homosexuality to the ultimate in manlihood wetting the bed..
Our ''Vletnik'' friends lhouJd be Ignored; bul due to the
power of the preas, one l'IndI It quJte impossible. Help might be
afforded through the use of a psychiatrist to study and hopefully
flnd the disorders concerned with many of our "Vietnw".
One should have serious reactions to the reasons behind the
actions of David Miller. Mr. Miller sincerely believes that the
present U.S. policy in Vietnam is immoral, totally immoral He
is a man seriously commJtted to his beliefs but one who questionl
only the moral aspecL
Despite the htah IdMla of David M1~r, one must DOt .....
strict his investigation of • war - any war - solely to a level
of morals. It i.I true that morality is the hishest nonn in Ute.
However, there are other aspects which forge a path to the
moral nonn and somewhat detennine a moral nonn.
'!be orgtnal purpose of the U.S. concern In Vietnam was the
economic well-being of the Vietnamese people. This economic
aid, It is hoped, will bring about the social well·being and poUtical well·belng of the Vietnamese people.
The means of war to help bring about these purposes, and
thereby constitute them as ends, was brought about by a deliberate violation of the Geneva Agreement of 1954 by North Vietnam and the Viet-Congo This II a pertinent aapeet of our policy
in Vietnam.
One should be pennltted to voice hll opinion - tbi.I beinc
a principal right of democracY. The David Millers should be
heard. If not, then why even uphold to democracY? Yet, David
Miller, I hope, will some day take Into account the econOlllk,
social and poUtical aspects of any given situation. David M.1Uer
should consider the past actions of an enemy and its present
alms. In short, David Miller should broaden the scope of his
investigation. If he considers the various prlndples Involved In
U.s. actions, be will find that these principles lend themselves to
II. moral justification for our actions In Vietnam.

Philosophy Club
The University Philosophy
Club will hold its l'Irst meeting
November 4. The club wUl dis.
-=U9S plans and projects for the
-:oming year.
Any student who is interested
'n philosophical Ideas Is weI·
"OtTle to attend.. It is not

ex-I

elusively designed for PhilOlM>
phy majors..
The meeting will be held In
X-l3O at 3 p.m. If any student
cannot attend the meeting, yet
is interested, he lei asked to
leave his name with either Ron
Santora or Dr. Grassl.
'! n Group at a meeting of the
Union of College Soda1itles at

eoa&ae.s

rr-
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Kappa a.t FalrlIeJd, eaeb. depart._ t mad MtabIIab &II boeor
1Odet)' amDated wltb tbe A - .
c1aUoa of CoUep B_or 8odeU- Anyone desiring further

infonnatlon on a1riliate fraternities in their major subject area
may contact Charlie McDonald
Fordham University, N. Y. on by calling 367.9544, or throucb
Sunday, Ocl 24th.
Dr. Ross.
Fathe- Robc-t Vame;-In, S.J.,
Those at the meeting were
The incumbent oft'lcers are:
Jackson, Bob Been·a,. and Quite enthusiastic abuut the
-I..., ("I)"'nolly, IT'p"f'';f'ntcd FairRobert Dalton, president, Stefield University's Christian Ac- possibility of furthering Inter- phcn Vogel vice-president. Edcollegiate communication. A ward Trusclnskl
aecretazy,
motion for the establishment Richard Molten! treasurer, John
THE BLUE IIRD SHOP
of programs at a different host Costello historian, and Charles
1110 POST ROAD
school each month was passed McDonald SCalpel reporter.
FAIRFIELD, CONNECTICUT
unanimously. Falrfl.eld·s Chris- Honorary members Include such
tian Action group Is planning dlstl--'Lshed
men as Rev. WU$octal Sf""""'" and h,r8,",-'
"'6"
&re.tI", c.nh. ~ elfh
to host such a program some- lIam McInnes, S.J., Donald
r~ti~m:.~i:n~th:.~'~p:nn~·
~.~.
.. 1Ross, Ph. D. (faculty advisor
I
of the Alpha Epsilon Delta),
Rev. WUUam Burns, S. J., 'Rev.
Gerald Hutchinson, S. J., John
Klimas Ph. D., Frank RJce,
Ph. D., John Barone, Ph. D.,
and Dominic Sorge, M. D. (class
Specielizing in Ledie's end Children's
of 1955). The student membership Includes Francis CunnlD&;.
Haircutting
ham, Mark Kelly, Edward Buller, Henry Madore, Ronald
27 Unquowa ROId
Josepll Vemuccio
Schlestnger. Don a I d KIne.
259-9079
Fairfi.&c:I, Conn.
Thcxnas Trotano, Mlke Dopll,
aDd JohD Blewett.

Sodality

-----------.01

Fairfield Barber Shop
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Sports Desk
B)' PAUL HUGlIES

Pro Boxing'. Fate:
A Heavyweight Issue

Professional boxing once represented a great tradition in American sports and if you didn't know who
Jack Dempsey. Joe Louis or Rocky Marciano were
you just weren't American. These were the "golden
days" in boxing and they lasted from the beginning
of the century until one day in 1955 when Rocky Marciano, the only undefeated heavyweight champion in

history, announced his retirement from the ring. Boxing has never been as glamorous or popular since.
There are eight divisions in boxing from heavyweight to flyweight, but as far as boxing's image is
concerned the heavyweight division alone is significant. As they say in boxing circles, "As the heavyweight division goes, so goes boxing." And since boxing is no longer synonymous with the reroes mention·
ed above, but rather with underworld influence, fatalities, banishment of federal control, and lack of
talent we look to the heavyweight ranks for the reason why boxing has fallen from the limelight of
American sport in the last decade,

.....su.. RI...
Outside of being the youngest man to win the
heavyweight title and the only man to regain it, Floyd
Patterson's seven year reign in boxing was lackluster
but respectable. In 1963 he lost his crown to Charles
"Sonny" Liston via a one round knockout and all of a
sudden tremendous pressure came to bear on the
boxing world.

CHAPEL NOTES
On Sunday, November 7, the to be a Catholic? To US today
Communion Breakfast Mass for lit means: shall we consider ourthe "Fathers' Weekend" will be selves members of a self-conthe regular 8:45 Mass; there rned' • I
_ ..
will be Masses at 11:00 and ce
mstltut on cent",•.,... upon
12:15 as usual
canon law, or are we something
A5 a service to the entire more?
University community. occasl- The answer Is complicated by
onally we shall make available the aonosphere of the religious
summary versions of the homi- gheno which Inftuences SO
lies which are given in Loyola
Chapel on Sundays.
many of us.. Though we are no
• ..... .. ...... •... •••• longer In a sociological ghetto,
TIle followtnc" is a awmnary the pressures of a nilig!0UI
of tbe boalUy cI,'ea ill Loyola ghetto are still with us. A reoCbapel OD Sunday. October 17 liglous ghetto is a sel!.-sutrident
b)' Fr. RouMeao.
religious community, unworried
·Th:;~it;ti~·t~
:edd~g about the problems and the
found In this Gospel and In slm- transformation of the whole
Uar New Testament passages human community.
is not an invitation to join a
Is this why the prophetic
narrow. seJr-sutJiclent, seJr-sat. voice against injustice is-- so
Isfted community. It Is rather orten stllied In the Clrlstian
an invitation to join a com- Clurch! Is this why so many
munity concerned with all man- parishes have been so slow to
kind
adapt to the needs of social
worship? Is this why some of
What Are We?
the clergy are closed to the
What does It mean, therefore, suggestions of a laity sensitive

;a;'

The latest solution to the growing criticism of
boxing is federal control and indeed it makes a lot of
sense. Strong federal control of the sport could put it
back on its feet but thus far Congressional measures
have been half-hearted and unrealistic. So the fate of
boxing is in the fists of the fighters and at present the
up·coming Clay-Patterson fi~ht looms as extremely
important. This fight will either give boxing a much
needed shot in the ann or nail the lid to the coffin.
One thing is for sure. Any fight in which Floyd Patter.
son partakes will be legitimate.

of the religious

DalTOW needI

Petto or not

lerving

at all!'

aristk. Heresy
Does not all th. spring from
a Christian heresy, that God
can be loved without loving
man? That witness can be given
to God, without &Jving It to
man? That devotion Is more
Important than mercy? That
ret:pectablllty is the supreme
virtue in We?
'Ibe religious ghetto atmosphere provides channels ror lov-

ing God without having to love
man: eiUler the ageodes of
the ghetto "take care" of this
sort of thing. or one's neighbor
Is deftned as a fellow member

6 At Fairfield Univ.
Receive Scholarships

'_erles.

Fatalities are one of the prime objections to
boxing due to the deaths of such fighters as Benny
"Kid" Paret, Davey Moore and most recently Sonny
Banks. And these were no bums either. The first two
men were champions while the third was a heavyweight contender, But. over all, the amount of deaths
in proportion to the fights which take place every
year is actually trivial.

the laJty are sometimes given
the bitter choke of serving the

of the ghetto.
Today, we are living in the
midst of a revolution. a population revolution. a technological
revolution, a political revolution, an economle revolution,
and even military revolutions.
These forces of change are
irresistible and they are break·
Ing down ever faster the wall
of the religious ghetto. Rather
than struggle to shore up these
walls, we should open the gates,
go out to meet the challenge.
Dean of Admissions, Father Warde High School.
We should accept the Invitation
Henry Murphy, recently an- The purpose of the annual of this morning's Gospel to benounccd that of the 450 rrcsh- full four years tuition Head- come members of an open com·
men enrolled, 6 are recipients masters and Principals Scholar- munity, and thus open our
hearts. our minds. and even
of the Headmasters-Principals ships given by Fairfk!ld Unl- better, our hands. to all men In
Scholarships.
vcrsity is to assist many gifted need everywhere. to all in our
young men to further community, local, national. and
They are: Eugene Donaldson, local
h
t eir education.
international.
Liberal Arts major, 205 Wayne'r
-,

Sonny Liston, an ex·con turned fighter, had a
record a mile long and just as many friends in the
underworld. As heavyweight champion he was not
easily or readily accepted. But everyone was on his
side at Miami in 1964 when he met young Cassius
Clay, the loud·mouthed braggard from Louisville, for
the heavyweight litle. The fight was a gross disap·
pointment as Liston sat on his stool at the end of the
seventh round claiming an alleged shoulder injury
and the title changed hands. In the return bout this
year Clay "chopped" Liston down in one round with Stn!<!t, Bridgeport. of Central I!
a combination karate-punch while shouts of "fix" High SChool; Bruce W. Frankechoed throughout the arena at Lewistown, Maine.
lin, Chemistry m a j 0 r, 45
Beardsley Street, Bridgeport. of
WBA
Warren Harding High School;
The Clay-Liston domination of the heavyweight ibomas A. Jagod2inskl, Mntheranks has led to an increasing disinterest in the sport. matlc:s major. 24 Clearvlcw
The fact that Liston spends more time in jail than in Circle, Bridge!port, or Notre
the ring and that Clay. alias Mohammed Ali, is a Dame! Boys' High School.
Black :Muslim are matters of public information, yet
nobody knows to this day how good a fighter either Also receiving scholarships
man is. The World Boxing Association stripped Clay are: Nicholas Dainiak, Biology
of his title and now recognizes Ernie Terrell of Cht- majo:-. 6 Knowlton StTeet,
cago as champion, but the public has paid no attention Stratford, of Stratford High
to this latest action by the weak and unimpressive School; LaWT'Cnce Cannon, Bi~
WBA.
IOfO' major, 153 Wainwright
Place, Stratford, or Bunnell
Confusion within the sport itself, lack of public High School; and David Ecsady,
satisfaction by the fighters and intermittent discolor- Chemistry rnajm', 39 sawyer
iog by death in the ring have climaxed the boxing Road, Fairfield. of Andooew
drama which began about ten years ago. Oddly 1.
.
enough, boxing remains as lucrative as ever and the
llLUARD LOUNGE
lower divisions are loaded with superb talent. Names
like Emile Griffith. Flash E10rde and Eder Jofre will
433 Tunxi. Hi. Rd.
go down in boxing history but for the most part these
(neer Alp)
fighters are popular abroad and in the United States
it is the heavyweight fiasco which remains in the Mon. - S.t. 2:15 to 1:00 a.m.
spotlight.
Sun 2:00 to 12:00

Low Ratio

to the needs of the larger community? Is this why the best or

Slacks! Slacks! Slacks!
for thR. college man of today in all,hR. Ia'e..
styles and fabrics.

Sizes 27 to 36

Student Oi'l:OUnt upon
pt'esentation of Coflege 1.0.
1/2 h•• of FREE pl•., lOt ..eh
hour p.ld
Sri"9 You. D... Sh. 'I.", Fr..

Manchesfer's Atlantic
South Benson & Post ReI.

lIaul Zabin's

Pid: Up & Oelivary
Wreder Service 24 Ion.
259-9027

QIampus Shop
Colonial Green

Wntport

Feirfield, Conn.
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Soccer Team
vs. Queensborougb
at Home Nov. Jl

at Home saturday

SOCCER TEAM WINS FIRST
RUGGERS LOSE 6-3
Fairfield U
Downs
Holy Cross

A's Suffer
First Defeat
By Rnymond McDermott

The B game was more f?f the

Worcester, Massachusetts provided the setting for the Fairfield soccer tearn's first victory
ot the season. The Stags
dumped Holy Cross 2 to 1 In a
hard fought game.

The Fairfield Rugby A team
is no longer undefeated as it
lost to Holy Cross at Worcester
by a 6-3 score in an unexciting
penalty-burdened contest. Every
score in the game was the re-

The Stags battled diligently
throughout the fl.rst period, but
It was to no avail as they were
unable to penetrate the Crusaders' goal. Their detenninalion and hustle was rewarded
in the second period as Ben
Hill dribbled in a pass from
Sean Donaldson for the initial

suit of penalty kicks. Penalties
were meted out at a wholesale from a line out and were given
rate and neither team had a the three points after recoverchance to play the action game mg the ball. Several hard runs
of Rugby.
by the Fairfield backs rlid not
Bob Smith was the first scor. produce a score and the fruser of the game on a 3O-yard trated Fairfield team dropped
wide-angle kick. Holy Cross the mateh 3-0. The B team will
soon came back on the strength be out to avenge this defeat
of all those aforementioned pen- here on Nov. 20 also.
Holy Cross. A return engageThe road season is over for
ment is to be staged at Fair- the Fall and the remaining
alty calls. However, the factual Rugby contests will be at our
a~ount had Fairfield the losing home field. For next weekend
field on Nov. 20 and all who Fairfield RFC is making arteam by a 6-3 score as two rangements to play two games
penalty kicks were made by with Fordham. Verification of
attend will hopefully sec a bet- this Father-Son Weekend match
tell' game between the two op- will be seen on signs around
ponents.
campus.

31
score of the game. Alter the
score neither team was able to
sustain a strong attack. Fairfield held on to their 1..() lead at
half time.
Both teams came back with
added spirit for the second half.
After battling back and forth
the Stags broke the stalemate
as Kevin Looser headed a corner kick past the Crusader
goalie for a 2"() lead. The Cross
players came back with a constantly presing offense. However the Fairfield defense, led
by Cluck Moakley and Tony
Palumbo, combined with goalie
Jack Casey to stop this attack
time after time. Late in the
fourth quarter a Crusader defl.ected a shot Into the goal to
ruin Jack Casey's shutout.
Pandemonium broke lose as
the Stags won their first game.
It made the long trip to Worcester worth while. They will
close out the schedule on Thursday against Queensborough on
their home field.
Earlier In the week the Stags
were routed by a strong Mitchell Junlor College team. Although the final score was 5-0,
It should be noted that Mitchell
was undefeated and had averaged eleven goals per game.

Chuck I'foakJey stops shot In Holy Cross encounter.

Campion 2 Beats
Regis 3, 6-0
Campion 2 remains the only
undefeated team in the Intramural Football League following last week's competition. In
the battle of the undefeated and
untied teams Campton 2 downed
Regis 3, 6-0 in a hard-fought,
bruising contest.
Campion 2 took the opening
kickoff and proceeded to move
the ball down field to the Regis
18. The key play in this series
was a screen pass to Bill Palmer from Paul Garstka. Palmer
sprinted down the field, but was
tagged by the Regis safety.
Regis 3 rose to the occasion and
held Campion from the score.
Campion was constantly in position to score but the Regis 3
defense repulsed the e-men.
Campion Scores
The break in the scoreless
game came with eight minutes
remaining. Paul Garstka flied
a pass to Pat Scully who hroke
free lor the eighteen yard
touchdown play.
A great deal of credit goes
to the lines of both teams. Mike
Mulligan was the standout for
Regis 3 while Charlie Kenny
was outstanding for the campion 2 defense.
Earlier in the week Regis 3
downed Loyola 3, 6-0 as Paul
Terranova's pass to Pet e
O'Brien proved to be the winning margin.
However, last week proved
to be a disaster for Regis I,
the other previously undefeated
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team, as they were beaten by
Gonzaga 2, 7-6.
Jim Garrity scored on a long
"bomb" thrown by Greg Polzer
for Gonzaga's first score. The
all important winning point was
scored on a John Whelan to
Paul Anderson pass. George
Donoghue ran around end for
Regis 1's six points. Loyola 3
ticd <Regis 1, 6-6 later in the
weck.
Gonzaga 3 easily defeated L0yola 2, 19-0. Kevin Graham
threw touchdown passes to Bill
Murphy and Neil Rist. On what
had to be the year's funniest
play, Coach Paul Greeley,
clothed In red and white long·
johns, lumbered Into the end
zone on a lonesome end pattern
to take Graham's pass to score
his first and probably last
touchdown of his career. Gonzaga 3 downed Regis 4, 6-0 as
Bill Murphy caught a Kevin
Graham pass for the game's
only score.
Campion 4 beat Regis 2, ]8-7
as Brian Burke pegged three
scoring strikes: two to Marty
Murray and one to Bill Casey.
Regis 2 scored on a Rich Molteni to Jim Spano pass to give
Regis 2 a 7-0 half-time lead
However, Campion 4 rallied in
the second half to win the game
In other games this past
week, Campion 3 dropped two:
the first to Regis 2, 6-0, and
the second to Loyola 1 by the
same !jeore.

same story. Playing on a football field also, neither team
could move the ball effectively.
A hard-fought defensive battie
ended on 8 sour note for Fair·
field fans 8S Holy Cross knocked
a ball on into the end zone

1.--------------------------,
THE

1965 FALL FESTIVAL,

PRESENTING • ••
LIVE IN CONCERT

SATURDAY. NOV. 13th.
FRONT GYMNASIUM

ALL

8:30 p,m.
TICKETS

Tickets entitles holder admittllnce to
POST.CONCERT PARTY

$3.00 each

